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We propose weighted modal transition systems, an extension to the well-studied specifica-
tion formalismofmodal transition systems that allows to express both required andoptional
behaviours of their intended implementations. In our extension we decorate each transi-
tion with a weight interval that indicates the range of concrete weight values available to
the potential implementations. In this way resource constraints can be modelled using the
modal approach.We focus on twoproblems. First,we study thequestion of existence/finding
the largest common refinement for a number of finite deterministic specifications and we
show PSPACE-completeness of this problem. By constructing the most general common
refinement, we allow for a stepwise and iterative construction of a common implementa-
tion. Second, we study a logical characterisation of the formalism and show that a formula
in a natural weight extension of the logic CTL is satisfied by a given modal specification if
and only if it is satisfied by all its refinements. The weight extension is general enough to
express different sorts of properties that we want our weights to satisfy.
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction
Modal transition systems [19] provide a specification formalismwhich can express both safety and liveness requirements
of their implementations—labelled transition systems. This formalism allows for two kinds of transitions to be present,
namely required (must) transitions and allowed (may) transitions. A rather loose specification can then be transformed into
a concrete implementable system by a series of refinements. This idea of stepwise refinement is applicable for example for
the development of embedded systems. Recent work on modal transition systems includes applications in several different
areas like component-based softwaredevelopment [5,25], interface theory [26,27],modal abstractions andprogramanalysis
[12,17,22], and other areas [11,28]. An overview article can be found in [1]. A similar concept has been studied also in the area
of software product lines (see e.g. [13,14]), however, their notion of refinement is syntactic and different from the semantic
refinement relation (based on the concepts of simulation/bisimulation) studied in the theory of modal transition systems.
We present an extension of modal transition systems called weightedmodal transition systems that decorate each tran-
sition with an interval containing a range of weights. The idea of modelling quantitative aspects in transition systems is well
studied. For example weighted transition systems (see e.g. the book [9]) are a known extension of standard labelled tran-
sition systems. Such systems are particularly useful for modelling resource constraints, which are often seen in embedded
systems (e.g. fuel/power consumption, price). Weights therefore seem like a natural addition to modal transition systems,
in order to combine the benefits of the ‘modal’ approach with the modelling of quantities. By allowing both negative and
positive weights, we are furthermore able to model systems with both resource gains and losses.
Contrary to weighted transition systems, where transitions and/or states are labelled with specific weights, we decorate
transitions with sets of weights. This adheres to the idea of a ‘loose’ specification, since a specification then determines
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Fig. 1. Two specifications of an ATMmachine and their largest common refinement below.
the range of allowed weights instead of the precise weight. The refinement process will then rule out some of the weights,
eventually ending up with an implementation containing the final concrete weight.
To motivate the use of weighted modal transition systems as a model for embedded systems, consider an ATMmachine.
Two clientsmight each give a specification (or requirements), detailing their allowed and required use of themachine, along
with intervals specifying the acceptable power consumption for each option. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1 (the two topmost
systems). Here the dotted lines denote allowed behavior (i.e. the behaviour that a client is willing to perform), while the
solid lines denote required behavior (i.e. the behaviour a client is insisting on). The interval attached to each transition is
the interval where the power consumption (or some other cost) must lie in. As we can see, both clients require that a card is
inserted. After the insertion, the clients only allow three actions, namely balance, withdraw and transfer. The balance option
is required by the left client, while the right client requires that a withdrawal must be possible in an implementable system
satisfying the specification. Even though the left client only specifies a withdrawal as optional, he/she requires that a PIN
must be entered in order to continue. After the PIN is accepted, an amount can bewithdrawn any number of times. The right
client on the other hand specifies that a PIN is only optional, however, that each amount withdrawnmust be preceded with
re-entering the PIN.
An important problem is now to determine the existence of an implementation satisfying the needs of both clients and
giving the exact power consumption for each option, fitting in the consumption requirements made by the clients. We call
such an implementation a common implementation. As it can be seen, the option of a transfer is allowed by both clients,
but since their power consumption intervals are not overlapping, it is not possible to produce a specific system with a
power consumption satisfying both clients. The transfer option is, however, not required by any of the clients, and can thus
be ignored in a possible common implementation. Since insertion of the card, balance, withdrawal and PIN entering are
required behavior for one or the other of the two specifications, thesemust be present in the implementable system. Instead
of constructing just one common implementation, we aim at constructing themost permissive common refinement, so that
this refinement encapsulates all common implementations. Fig. 1 shows a most permissive common refinement below the
two clients’ specifications. After entering the PIN a withdrawal is only allowed once, since the right-hand side specification
requires that a new amount specification is preceded by a PIN, while the left-hand side specification does not.
Considering the common refinement in Fig. 1, onemight be interested in knowingwhether it is possible towithdrawsome
amount consuming between 10 and 20 energy units. Since a withdrawal consumes at least 13 energy units and at most 19
(adding the lower and upper interval bounds along the path), this is indeed possible. However, since the transition labelled
‘amount’ is only optional, some concrete implementations may leave it out. It is therefore desirable to develop a logical
setting that guarantees that if some property is true for a given specification then it is also true for all its implementations.
Our contribution consists of a definition of weighted modal transition systems and an extension of the concepts related
to modal transition systems to the weighted setting. This includes modal and thorough refinements and the definition of an
implementation. Thenwestudy the largest commonrefinementproblemoffinitedeterministic specifications.A construction
computing the conjunction of a given number of finite deterministic specifications is presented, and we show that a given
specification is their common refinement if and only if it refines the constructed largest common refinement. We further
show that deciding whether a common refinement exists or not is a PSPACE-complete problem.
Our algorithm for the largest common refinement was inspired by the common implementation construction provided
in [3]. However, we extend this technique to the weighted scenario and more importantly generalize the construction
such that we construct the ‘most permissive’ common refinement, contrary to [3] where only the existence of a common
implementation was studied. The maximality of our construction hence allows for a stepwise and iterative construction of
a common implementation, which is desirable in many applications and was not possible with the previous algorithms.
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We note that in this study we restrict ourselves to deterministic specifications as demonstrated, for example, in our
running examples. There are two reasons that justify this choice. First of all, for nondeterministic specifications the two
studied notions of thorough and modal refinement do not coincide and hence the refinement process, though sound, is not
complete (see e.g. [1]). On the other hand for deterministic specifications, as advocated in the work by Henzinger and Sifakis
[15,16],modal refinement andmodal composition are complete.More detailed analysis of this has been recently given in [3].
Second, inmany practical cases, deterministic specifications are desirable and often used, andmuch of the recentwork deals
mainly with deterministic systems. For example in [15] the authors discuss two main challenges in embedded systems
design: the challenge to build predictable systems, and that to build robust systems. They suggest how predictability can be
formalized as a form of determinism, and robustness as a form of continuity.
Another problemwe study in this article concerns finding a logical characterisation ofweightedmodal transition systems.
By a natural extension of the action-based CTL we define, based on the work of De Nicola and Vaandrager [23], a weighted
CTL logic formodel checkingweightedmodal specifications. Compared to otherweighted logics like [8,20], we allow to state
arbitrary constraints on the prefixes ofmodel executions and extend the semantics to dealwithmodal transition systems. On
the other hand, we do not consider semiring interpretations of CTL formula quantifiers like in [20] and semiring semantics
of MSO like in [8].
The definition of our logic is rather genericwith respect to the choice for querying theweight constraints. Ourmain result
shows that a specification satisfies a given formula of weighted CTL if and only if all its refinements satisfy the same formula,
which is an important fact that justifies the choice of the logic and supports a step-wise model based development process.
We discuss a few specializations of the generic logic to some concrete instances in order to argue for its applicability.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model of weighted modal transition systems, modal and
thorough refinement relations and some basic properties of themodel. In Section 3we study the problem of largest common
refinement of a given set of finite deterministic specifications and among others prove PSPACE-completeness of the problem.
In Section 4 we search for a logical characterisation of weighted modal transition systems. For this purpose we suggest a
definition of a generic weighted CTL logic and argue for the soundness of this choice. Finally, Section 5 provides a short
summary and mentions some of the open problems.
2. Definitions
Webegin by extending the notion ofmodal transition systems (consult e.g. [1,19]) by adding an interval to each transition
in the specification. This set denotes the different values that the weight of the transition can be instantiated to in an
implementation. We define [n,m] = {a ∈ : n ≤ a ≤ m} for n ≤ m, n,m ∈ ∪ {−∞,∞} to denote the closed interval
between n andm, and use I to stand for the set of all such nonempty intervals.
Definition 1. A (interval) weighted modal transition system (WMTS) is a 5-tuple M = (S, , ,−→, δ), where S is a
set of states,  is an action alphabet, −→ ⊆  ⊆ S ×  × S and δ : ( ∪ −→) → I assigns a weight interval to
transitions. The relations  and −→ are called the may and must transitions, respectively.
By the definition of δ we see that if (s, a, t) belongs to both  and−→ then the weight intervals of the must and may
transition are the same. This fact is important and implicitly used later on. It ensures the so-called consistency, meaning that
any given modal specification is guaranteed to have an implementation.
We write s
a t if (s, a, t) ∈  and s a,W t if e = (s, a, t) ∈  and δ(e) = W , similarly for the elements of −→. If
no t exists such that (s, a, t) ∈, wewrite s  a, similarly formust transitions. The class of allWMTSs is denoted byW. An
WMTS is deterministic if for all s ∈ S and a ∈  there is at most one t such that (s, a, t) ∈. The class of all deterministic
WMTSs is denoted by dW.
While a general WMTS models a specification giving a variety of weights and optional behaviour, an implementation
(defined below) defines the precise behaviour of the system, including the precise weight of all transitions.
Definition 2 (Implementation). A WMTS is an implementation if −→ =  and all weight intervals are singletons. The
class of all implementations is denoted by iW.
To ease the notation, we often denote a WMTS M = (S, , ,−→, δ) containing a state s ∈ S as a pair, (s,M). Thus
the notation (s,M) ∈ W is short hand notation forM ∈ Wwith s a state inM (the same applies to iW and dW). The lowercase
letters s, t, . . . are used for states (specifications) in general, while i, j, . . . are used for implementations and d, e . . . are used
for deterministic specifications. Since every must transition is also a may transition, may transitions in figures will not be
drawn between states if a must transition is already present.
Take a look at the examples in Fig. 2 (ignore the systems sCR and s
′
CR for the moment). The three systems rooted with d1,
d2 and d3 are examples of weighted modal transition systems, all of them being deterministic. The systems rooted with i1,
i2 and i3 are examples of implementations where may and must transitions coincide and all intervals are singletons.
We can nowdefine the refinement relation forWMTSs, a natural extension of the refinement relation onMTSs. Intuitively,
a weight interval on a transition denotes the only acceptable weights allowed in an implementation. A refinement should
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Fig. 2. Different examples of weighted modal transition systems.
therefore never allow any new weights to be added, eventually leading to an implementation with only singleton intervals.
From now on, when using the term refinement we always refer to the modal refinement relation between two WMTSs as
defined below.
Definition 3 (Modal refinement of WMTS). Let (si,Mi) ∈ W such that Mi = (Si, , i,−→i, δi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. We say
that s1 modally refines s2, written (s1,M1) ≤m (s2,M2) or simply s1 ≤m s2 ifM1 andM2 are clear from the context, if there
is a refinement relation R ⊆ S1 × S2 such that (s1, s2) ∈ R and for each (s, t) ∈ R and every a ∈ :
(1) whenever s
a,W1 s′, then there exists t
a,V2 t′ whereW ⊆ V such that (s′, t′) ∈ R, and
(2) whenever t
a,V−→2 t′, then there exists s a,W−→1 s′ whereW ⊆ V such that (s′, t′) ∈ R.
Hence (s,M) refines (t,N) (s ≤m t) if it is possible to mimic must transitions in N byM, and it is possible to mimic may
transitions inM byN.We say that aWMTS (s,M) is an implementation of aWMTS (t,N) if (s,M) ∈ iW and (s,M) ≤m (t,N).
Notice that any WMTS has an implementation, for instance one can turn all may transitions into must transitions and pick
an arbitrary weight from each interval as the singleton weight.
Consult again Fig. 2. The systems i1, i2, i3 and sCR are all refinements of the specification d1 (in fact also of d2 and d3). The
first three refinements i1, i2 and i3 are also implementations of d1.
Remark 1. Notice that for two implementations (i, I), (j, J) ∈ iW, the relation of modal refinement, (i, I) ≤m (j, J),
corresponds to strong bisimulation (with the assumption that actions and weights are considered as observable pairs).
Definition 4 (Thorough refinement). Let (s,M) be a WMTS and define s = {(i, I) ∈ iW : (i, I) ≤m (s,M)}, that is all
possible refinements of (s,M) that are also implementations. For (s,M), (t,N) ∈ W we say that s thoroughly refines t,
written s ≤t t (or (s,M) ≤t (t,N)), if s ⊆ t.
The following lemma is easy to prove, but it is an important property that guarantees a sound stepwise refinement
development methodology.
Lemma 1. The relations ≤m and ≤t are both transitive.
Proof. Let (s,M), (u,O), (t,N) ∈ W. First the case of≤m. Assume two relations R1 and R2 according toDefinition 3 showing
that s ≤m u and u ≤m t. It is easy to check that the relation R defined as
R = {(s′, t′) : ∃u′.((s′, u′) ∈ R1 ∧ (u′, t′) ∈ R2)}
is indeed a refinement relation according to Definition 3 and that (s, t) ∈ R.
We now consider≤t . Assume s ≤t u and u ≤t t. This immediately implies that s ⊆ u ⊆ t and hence that s ≤t t. 
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Fig. 3. s ≤t t, but s ≤m t.
We can now show that modal refinement implies thorough refinement.
Lemma 2. For two WMTSs, (s,M) and (t,N), it holds that
s ≤m t ⇒ s ≤t t.
Proof. Assume that s ≤m t. If i ≤m s for an implementation i, then by Lemma 1 also i ≤m t. Hence s ⊆ t which means
that s ≤t t. 
Notice that thorough refinement does not imply modal refinement. A counter-example can be seen in Fig. 3. The figure is
overtaken from [3] and intervals have been added, thus a counter-example already exists in the unweighted case. To show
that s ≤m t we try to construct a relation R. For sure (s, t) ∈ R must hold. Since s a,[3,4] s1 either (s1, t1) or (s1, t2) must
belong to R. In the first case, t1
a,[1,6]−→ t3 and therefore a must transition from s1 must exist as well. Since this is not the case,
we assume (s1, t2) ∈ R. Then the transition s1 a,[1,4] s2 implies the existence of a may transition from t2. This is also not the
case, thus R cannot exist and s ≤m t. On the other hand, every implementation of s can perform at most two consecutive a’s
with the weights either 3 or 4 for the first a-transition and 1, 2, 3 or 4 for the second a-transition. These implementations
are also implementations of t, hence s ≤t t.
However, if we restrict the refined specifications to be deterministic (or at least the right-hand side one) we get the
following.
Lemma 3. For (s,M) ∈ W and (d,D) ∈ dW, it holds that
s ≤m d ⇔ s ≤t d.
We omit the proof here, since it follows as a straightforward modification of the proof given in [3] by adding appropriate
intervals to all transitions.
For the complexity results presented in the remainder of the paper we assume constant time interval operations (the
encoding of integers is assumed binary).
In [4] it was shown that checking whether a finite modal transition system is thoroughly refined by another finite modal
transition system is EXPTIME-complete. The thorough refinement problem for MTSs can be reduced to the same problem
forWMTSs by adding the same singletonweight to all transitions. Hence the thorough refinement problem for finiteWMTSs
is also EXPTIME-hard. The algorithm presented in [4] for determining whether one MTS thoroughly refines another one
can be easily extended to the weighted setting by adding appropriate checks for set inclusions of the weight intervals. This
addition does not effect the running timeof the algorithm, and the thorough refinement problem for finiteWMTS is therefore
decidable in EXPTIME as well.
On the contrary, the problem of deciding whether two finite weighted modal specifications are in the modal refinement
relation is decidable in deterministic polynomial time using the standard greatest fixed-point computation, similarly as in
the case of strong bisimulation (for efficient algorithms implementing this strategy see e.g. [18,24]).
3. Largest common refinement
This section addresses the largest common refinement problem of finite deterministic specifications defined as follows:
given a number of finite deterministic WMTSs, (d1,D1), . . . , (dn,Dn), we want to find a specification (s,M) ∈ W such that
(s,M) ≤m (dj,Dj) for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, or to report that no such common refinement exists. Moreover, we are interested in
constructing some largest common refinement (s,M) such that any other common refinement of the given deterministic
specifications refines (s,M). Notice that such a largest common refinement is not unique. In what follows, we implicitly
assume that the given deterministic specifications (d1,D1), . . . , (dn,Dn) are finite.
Fig. 2 shows our running example. Our task is to construct the largest common refinement of the deterministic specifi-
cations d1, d2 and d3.
Let (d1,D1), . . . , (dn,Dn) ∈ dW be n deterministic WMTSs. We will construct a specification (sCR,MCR) ∈ W and prove
that (sCR,MCR) is the most general common refinement of d1, . . . , dn. The state set ofMCR consists of n-tuples, (e1, . . . , en),
where every ei belongs the corresponding state set of Di. Additionally some states in MCR will be marked. Marked nodes
represent situations where no common refinement exists. The pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 constructs MCR, a common
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refinement of the given specifications, or returns that no such refinement exists. The algorithm avoids the construction of
the whole product space and returns only the reachable parts of such common refinement.
It is easy to see that the algorithm always terminates. The first repeat-loop (lines 3–22) runs untilWaiting is empty, and
in each iteration one element is removed from Waiting. Elements are also added to Waiting, however since Di are finite for
all i, and no removed element is added again toWaiting, this repeat-loop terminates. The second repeat-loop (lines 23–27)
as well as the forall-loop (lines 30 and 31) also terminate due to the finiteness of the set S and finiteness of the−→ relation.
Input: A finite number n of deterministic WMTSs, (di,Di) ∈ dW, where Di = (Si, , i,−→i, δi) for i = 1, . . . , n.
Output: The string “No common refinement exists” or a (sCR,MCR) ∈ dW, whereMCR = (S, , ,−→, δ) s.t.
(sCR,MCR) ≤m (di,Di) for all i.
1 begin
2 S := ∅;−→:= ∅; := ∅;Marked := ∅;Waiting := {(d1, . . . , dn)};
3 repeat
4 Select (e1, . . . , en) ∈ Waiting;Waiting := Waiting \ {(e1, . . . , en)}; S := S ∪ {(e1, . . . , en)};
5 forall the a ∈  do
6 if ∃i : ei a−→i fi and ∀j : ej aj fj then
7 temp := δ1((e1, a, f1)) ∩ . . . ∩ δn((en, a, fn));
8 if temp = ∅ then
9 Marked := Marked ∪ {(e1, . . . , en)};
10 else
11 −→ := −→ ∪ {((e1, . . . , en), a, (f1, . . . , fn))};
12 δ
((
(e1, . . . , en), a, (f1, . . . , fn)
)) := temp;
13 if (f1, . . . , fn) /∈ S then Waiting := Waiting ∪ {(f1, . . . , fn)};
14 if ∀i : ei ai fi then
15 temp := δ1((e1, a, f1)) ∩ . . . ∩ δn((en, a, fn));
16 if temp = ∅ then
17  :=  ∪ {((e1, . . . , en), a, (f1, . . . , fn))};
18 δ
((
(e1, . . . , en), a, (f1, . . . , fn)
)) := temp;
19 if (f1, . . . , fn) /∈ S then Waiting := Waiting ∪ {(f1, . . . , fn)};
20 if ∃i : ei a−→i fi and ∃j : ej  aj then
21 Marked := Marked ∪ {(e1, . . . , en)};
22 untilWaiting = ∅;
23 repeat
24 Marked’ := Marked;
25 forall the (e, a, f ) ∈−→ do
26 if f ∈ Marked then Marked := Marked ∪ {e};
27 untilMarked’ = Marked;
28 if (d1, . . . , dn) ∈ Marked then return “No common refinement exists”
29 S := S Marked;
30 forall the (e, a, f ) ∈−→ ∪  where f ∈ Marked do
31 −→:=−→ {(e, a, f )}; := {(e, a, f )};
32 sCR := (d1, . . . , dn); return (sCR,MCR)
Algorithm 1: Construction of the most general common refinement.
Algorithm 1 constructs MCR by inspecting the n deterministic WMTSs and adding the needed states and transitions to
MCR, and furthermore marking states if these represent situations where no common refinement can exist. The marked set
is expanded by adding all states, from which a path consisting of only must transitions leads to a marked state. If the state
(d1, . . . , dn) is marked, no common refinement exists. If this is not the case, a common refinement exists and the most
general common refinement is constructed by removing all marked states and transitions leading to marked states.
In our running example in Fig. 2, given the input d1, d2 and d3 Algorithm 1 first constructs an intermediate specification
s′CR where the marked nodes s1, s2 and s3 are drawn as circles. After removing them the algorithm returns the specification
(sCR,MCR,).
Lemma 4. If (e1, . . . , en), a state in MCR, has a path consisting only of must transitions leading to a state marked by Algorithm
1 in the first repeat-loop, then e1, . . . , en have no common refinement.
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Proof. Assume that (e1, . . . , en) is a state inMCR, from which there is a path consisting of only must transitions leading to
a state marked by Algorithm 1 in the first repeat-loop. We show that the states e1, . . . , en have no common refinement.
First observe that if (e1, . . . , en)
a,V−→ (f1, . . . , fn) exists in MCR we know that ei a,Vi−→ fi, where V ⊆ Vi for at least one i
and ej
a,Vj fj , whereV ⊆ Vj for all j (Algorithm1, line 6-13). Let p be any common refinement of e1, . . . , en. Assume therefore
that n refinement relations Rj exist such that (p, ej) ∈ Rj for all j. Then p must have a p a,W−→ q transition, where W ⊆ Vj
and (q, fj) ∈ Rj for all j. The fact that q is a refinement of fi is clear by the second item in Definition 3, since (p, ei) ∈ Ri and
ei
a,Vi−→ fi, where V ⊆ Vi, forces a p a,W−→ q transition, whereW ⊆ Vi and (q, fi) ∈ Ri. The fact that q is also required to be a
refinement of f1, . . . , fn is given by the first item in Definition 3, since (p, ej) ∈ Rj for all j and p a,W q. Since e1, . . . , en are
deterministic, ej
a,Vj fj , whereW ⊆ Vj for all j are forced to be the matching transitions, thus requiring (q, fj) ∈ Rj to hold.
Next observe that if a state (g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Marked in Algorithm 1 then either (g1, . . . , gn) has been marked at line 9
or line 21. If it is marked at line 9, then there exists some a ∈  and f1, . . . , fn such that gi a−→i fi for at least one i and
δ1((g1, a, f1))∩ . . .∩ δn((gn, a, fn)) = ∅. Otherwise (if it was marked at line 21) there exists i such that gi a−→i fi and there
exists j such that gj  aj . Both cases imply that g1, . . . , gn have no common refinement. The first case is obvious, since the
weight set of thematching transition in a common refinementmust be contained in every δi((gi, a, fi)) (due to determinism),
but no transition with an empty weight set is allowed. The second case also leads to no common implementation, since
gi
a,Vi−→ fi forces p a,V−→ q, where V ⊆ Vi in the refinement, but p a,V q cannot be matched from gj .
These two observations lead to our conclusion, since any common refinement p of e1, . . . , en, with refinement relations
Rj and (p, ej) ∈ Rj for all j eventually fulfills (q, gj) ∈ Rj for some q, because of the path consisting of only must transitions.
However, since g1, . . . , gn cannot have a common refinement, Rj cannot exist. 
By noting that Algorithm 1 returns “No common refinement exists” only if there exists a path consisting of only must
transitions from sCR to a node marked before in the first repeat-loop and applying Lemma 4 to sCR we have the following
corollary.
Corollary 5. If Algorithm 1 returns “No common refinement exists” then the specifications (d1,D1), . . . , (dn,Dn) have no
common refinement.
Lemma 6. If (d1,D1), . . . , (dn,Dn) have no common refinement then Algorithm 1 returns “No common refinement exists”.
Proof. We prove the contraposition. That is, assume that Algorithm 1 does not return “No common refinement exists”. This
implies that (d1, . . . , dn) is not a marked state and that Algorithm 1 returns (sCR,MCR). We want to construct relations
R1, . . . , Rn in order to show that sCR is a common refinement of d1, . . . , dn. We define the relations as
Ri = {((e1, . . . , en), ei) : (e1, . . . , en) ∈ MCR}
and continue to prove that these n relations fulfill the criteria of Definition 3. It is clear that ((d1, . . . , dn), di) ∈ Ri. Let
((e1, . . . , en), ei) ∈ Ri and consider a must transition ei a,Vi−→ fi. Since by assumption the algorithm returns (sCR,MCR) and
(e1, . . . , en) ∈ MCR, (e1, . . . , en) is not marked. Therefore ej
a,Vj fj exists for all j and the transition (e1, . . . , en)
a,
⋂
j Vj−→
(f1, . . . , fn) is added toMCR in Algorithm 1, line 11-13. Furthermore, (f1, . . . , fn) is notmarked (and thus not removed), since
otherwise (e1, . . . , en) would have been marked during the repeat loop in line 23-27, a contradiction. Hence (f1, . . . , fn) is
a state inMCR and ((f1, . . . , fn), fi) ∈ Ri as required.
On the other hand, consider a may transition (e1, . . . , en)
a,V (f1, . . . , fn). By construction ei
a,Vi fi, where V ⊆ Vi for
all i. Hence ((f1, . . . , fn), fi) ∈ Ri for all i as required. 
With the above lemmas and Algorithm 1 we have the following complexity result.
Theorem 7. The problem of existence of a common refinement for a given number of finite deterministic specifications is PSPACE-
complete.
Proof. Inorder to showcontainment inPSPACE,Corollary5andLemma6giveus that theexistenceof a commonrefinement is
equivalent to the questionwhether the state sCR getsmarked byAlgorithm1. In otherwords, this is equivalent to the question
whether there is a must-path from sCR to some state marked directly in line 9 or 21 of the algorithm. Such a path can be
nondeterministically guessed on the fly (without constructing the whole state-space) and by Savitch’s theorem this implies
the containment in PSPACE.
The hardness result follows directly from PSPACE-hardness of the common implementation problem for unweighted
MTSs shown in [3]. 
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Fig. 4. Two ways of using Algorithm 1 yielding the same result.
The last theorem states thatMCR is the largest common refinement.
Theorem 8 (Maximality ofMCR). If Algorithm 1 returns (sCR,MCR) then for every (t,N) ∈ W such that (t,N) ≤m (di,Di) for
all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, it holds that (t,N) ≤m (sCR,MCR).
Proof. Let (t,N) ∈ W be a common refinement of (d1,D1), . . . , (dn,Dn). Thismeans that there exist n relations R1, . . . , Rn
satisfying the conditions in Definition 3.We construct a new relation Q satisfying the same conditions in order to prove that
(t,N) ≤m (sCR,MCR). The relation Q is defined as follows:
(s, (e1, . . . , en)) ∈ Q if and only if (s, ei) ∈ Ri for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Weobserve that (t, (d1, . . . , dn)) ∈ Q , since (t, di) ∈ Ri for all i. This satisfies the first condition in the refinement definition.
Let now (s, (e1, . . . , en)) ∈ Q and consider what happens in case of must and may transitions.
Consider a transition s
a,V s′. Then for all i we have that for all ei such that (s, ei) ∈ Ri there exists fi such that ei a,Wi fi
with V ⊆ Wi and (s′, fi) ∈ Ri. This implies that q = (e1, . . . , en) a,W1∩...∩Wn (f1, . . . , fn) is a transition in MCR. Since
V ⊆ W1 ∩ . . . ∩ Wn and (s′, fi) ∈ Ri for all i, then (s′, (f1, . . . , fn)) ∈ Q as desired. Notice that (f1, . . . , fn) cannot be a
node which was removed in Algorithm 1 since this would imply that (f1, . . . , fn) is marked. The states f1, . . . , fn would not
therefore have a common refinement by Lemma 4. This contradicts the fact that (s′, fi) ∈ Ri for all i.
Consider now a transition (e1, . . . , en)
a,V−→ (f1, . . . , fn). By construction ofMCR we know that there exists at least one ej
such that ej
a,Wj−→ fj and that ei a,Wi fi exist for all i (Algorithm 1, line 6–13). Since (d1,D1), . . . , (dn,Dn) are deterministic, fi
(for all i) are unique. Now because ej
a,Wj−→ fj and (s, ej) ∈ Rj , we get that s a,W−→ s′ withW ⊆ Wj such that (s′, fj) ∈ Rj . This,
however, also means that s
a,W s′ and because (s, ei) ∈ Ri for all i, we get that (s′, fi) ∈ Ri andW ⊆ Wi for all i. Notice that
V = W1 ∩ . . . ∩ Wn, soW ⊆ V holds. Thus (s′, (f1, . . . , fn)) ∈ Q by the definition of Q . 
As a corollary and due to the transitivity of ≤m (Lemma 1), Corollary 5, Lemma 6 and the maximality of MCR (Theorem
8) we get the main result.
Corollary 9. Let (d1,D1), . . . , (dn,Dn) be finite deterministic WMTSs and assume that Algorithm 1 returns a specification
(sCR,MCR). A specification (s,M) ∈ W is a common refinement of the specifications (d1,D1), . . . , (dn,Dn) if and only if
(s,M) ≤m (sCR,MCR).
This theoremallowsus tofinda commonrefinement (and thus also a common implementation) in a stepwise and iterative
manner. Consider Fig. 4. Here (sCR,MCR) is constructed by giving (d1,D1), . . . , (dn,Dn) ∈ dW as input to Algorithm 1. The
specification (snCR,M
n
CR) is, on the other hand, constructed by using Algorithm 1 iteratively. First (d1,D1), (d2,D2) is given as
input and then the output, (s2CR,M
2
CR), and (d3,D3) is used as input, continuing in this way until the last received output and
(dn,Dn) is given as input, finally outputting (s
n
CR,M
n
CR). The theorem below states that both applications of the algorithm
lead to the same set of possible implementations.
Theorem 10. Let (d1,D1), . . . , (dn,Dn) be finite deterministic WMTSs and assume that (sCR,MCR) and (s
n
CR,M
n
CR) are the
specifications obtained as illustrated in Fig. 4. Then sCR = snCR.
Proof. Using Corollary 9 gives us that (snCR,M
n
CR) ≤m (sCR,MCR). The other direction is an easy induction in n, the number
of deterministic specifications. As a base case we have n = 2. The two uses of Algorithm 1 are here equal, and the theorem
follows. For the induction step assume (sCR,MCR) ≤m (sn−1CR ,Mn−1CR ) holds. Notice that now (sCR,MCR) ≤m (snCR,MnCR) also
holds, since (snCR,M
n
CR) is the output when Algorithm 1 is given (s
n−1
CR ,M
n−1
CR ) and (dn,Dn) as input and Corollary 9 is thus
applicable. Lemma 2 now implies sCR = snCR. 
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This result is more general than the algorithm in [3], which checks only for the existence of a common implementation
of (unweighted) modal specifications. The algorithm presented here furthermore constructs the most permissive common
refinement and provides support for step-wise development of systems.
4. Logical characterisation
In the previous section we discussed algorithms for constructing some largest common refinement for a given set of
weighted deterministic modal specifications. Now we shall turn our attention to a logical characterisation of weighted
modal transition systems. We define an extension of the well-known CTL logic [10] that will allow us to state logical queries
that include constraints about the weights along the finite and infinite paths. There are several well justified choices for the
definition of the constraints on the paths. We provide a meta-definition of a general constraint form which specializes to
manyuseful constraint choices. Ourmain result is that as long as a certainmonotonicity property is preserved, a specification
satisfies a given logical formula if and only if all its refinements do. This result can be understood as a soundness principle
for the suggested logic.
We start with the definition of must-/may-paths in weighted modal transition systems.
Definition 5 (Path). Amust-path in a WMTSM = (S, , ,−→, δ) is a finite or infinite sequence π of transitions of the
form
π = s1 a1−→ s2 a2−→ s3 a3−→ . . . .
A must-path is maximal if it is infinite or it ends in a state with no outgoing may transitions (and hence of course also no
outgoing must transitions). The set of all maximal must-paths starting from a state s is denoted bymaxmustP(s).
Similarly, amay-path is a finite or infinite sequence π of transitions of the form
π = s1 a1 s2 a2 s3 a3 . . . .
Amay-path ismaximal if it is infinite or it ends in a statewith no outgoingmust transition (note that outgoingmay transitions
are allowed). The set of all maximal may-paths starting from a state s is denoted bymaxmayP(s). Notice that a must-path
is not necessarily a prefix of a maximal must-path and that a maximal may-path may be a strict prefix of another maximal
may-path.
Given a must- or may-path in the form above, the notation π [j] denotes the j’th state of the path, that is π [j] = sj .
For specifying logical properties we suggest a notion of weighted action-based CTL (WCTL), a particular extension of CTL
(see e.g. [2]). The action-based syntax is based on the work of De Nicola and Vaandrager [23] which introduces an action-
labelled next operator. In [23] they discuss a close relationship between action-based and state-based logics (see also [21]).
We further extend their logic such that it can be interpreted over modal transition systems and we add a generic weight
constraint function in order to reason about the cost of the transitions and demonstrate a few examples of well-justified
weight constraint functions.
Let us first define the so-called action formulae:
χ, χ ′ ::= true | a | ¬χ | χ ∧ χ ′
where a ∈  ranges over the actions of a givenWMTS. The semantics to action formulae is given by the following satisfaction
relation (a, b ∈ ):
a | true
a | b iff a = b
a | ¬χ iff a | χ
a | χ ∧ χ ′ iff a | χ and a | χ ′ .
The (state) formulae of WCTL are now generated by the following abstract syntax:
ϕ, ϕ1, ϕ2 ::= true | false | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 | EXcχ ϕ | AXcχ ϕ
| E (ϕ1 Ucχ ϕ2) | A (ϕ1 Ucχ ϕ2) | E (ϕ1 Rcχ ϕ2) | A (ϕ1 Rcχ ϕ2)
where χ ranges over action formulae and c : I∗ ∪ Iω → {0, 1} is a constraint function assigning 0 (false) or 1 (true) to
any finite and infinite sequence of weight intervals (for the definition of I see the first paragraph of Section 2). Wemoreover
require that c satisfies the following monotonicity property:
if c(w1,w2, . . .) = 1 then c(w′1,w′2, . . .) = 1 for any w′i ⊆ wi for all i.
This means that if some sequence of intervals is acceptable by the constraint function, so will be the sequence containing
any subintervals. By Lwe denote the set of all WCTL formulae.
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This syntax is similar to the standard action-based CTL. The main difference is the superscript ‘c’ attached to the next,
until and release operators. For example, E (ϕ1 Ucχ ϕ2) holds in a state s if there exists a maximal must-path which satisfies
that ϕ2 holds in some state along the path, ϕ1 holds in all states prior to that state, the actions on the subpath where ϕ1
holds satisfy χ and c is true for the sequence of intervals belonging to the subpath where ϕ1 holds. The reason for choosing
amust-path is that the existence of such a path in the specificationwill guarantee its existence also in any of its refinements.
Similarly, the formula E (ϕ1 Rcχ ϕ2) holds in a state s if there exists a maximal must-path which satisfies that ϕ2 holds in
all states along the path, a requirement that is dropped as soon as ϕ1 holds, the actions on the path where ϕ2 holds satisfy χ
and c is true for the sequence of intervals belonging to the path where ϕ2 holds (hence the need for the constraint function
to be defined over infinite sequences of intervals too). For the path quantifier A, the temporal operators U and R have a
similar meaning, only in this case we require that all maximal may-paths satisfy these properties.
The semantics of WCTL formulae is then interpreted over the states of a WMTS. Let M = (S, , ,−→, δ) ∈ W, χ
range over action formulae, s ∈ S, and ϕ, ϕ1 and ϕ2 be formulae from L. The satisfaction relation | is defined by
s | true
s | false
s | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff s | ϕ1 and s | ϕ2
s | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iff s | ϕ1 or s | ϕ2
s |EXcχ ϕ iff ∃(s a−→ s′) : a | χ ∧ s′ | ϕ ∧ c(δ(s, a, s′)) = 1
s |AXcχ ϕ iff ∀(s a s′) where a | χ : s′ | ϕ ∧ c(δ(s, a, s′)) = 1
s |E (ϕ1 Ucχ ϕ2) iff ∃π = s1 a1−→ s2 a2−→ . . . ∈ maxmustP(s) :
∃i ≥ 1 : si | ϕ2
∧ ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , i − 1} : (sj | ϕ1 ∧ aj | χ)
∧ c(δ(s1, a1, s2), δ(s2, a2, s3), . . . , δ(si−1, ai−1, si)) = 1
s |A (ϕ1 Ucχ ϕ2) iff ∀π = s1
a1 s2
a2 . . . ∈ maxmayP(s)
where ai | χ for all i :
∃i ≥ 1 : si | ϕ2 ∧ (∀j ∈ {1, . . . , i − 1} : sj | ϕ1)
∧ c(δ(s1, a1, s2), δ(s2, a2, s3), . . . , δ(si−1, ai−1, si)) = 1
s |E (ϕ1 Rcχ ϕ2) iff ∃π = s1 a1−→ s2 a2−→ . . . ∈ maxmustP(s) :(
∀k ≥ 1 : sk | ϕ2 ∧ ak | χ
∧ c(δ(s1, a1, s2), δ(s2, a2, s3), . . .) = 1
)
∨(
∃i ≥ 1 : si | ϕ1 ∧ ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , i} : (sj | ϕ2 ∧ aj | χ)
∧ c(δ(s1, a1, s2), δ(s2, a2, s3), . . . , δ(si−1, ai−1, si)) = 1
)
s |A (ϕ1 Rcχ ϕ2) iff ∀π = s1
a1 s2
a2 . . . ∈ maxmayP(s)
where ai | χ for all i :(
∀k ≥ 1 : sk | ϕ2
∧ c(δ(s1, a1, s2), δ(s2, a2, s3), . . .) = 1
)
∨(
∃i ≥ 1 : si | ϕ1 ∧ (∀j ∈ {1, . . . , i} : sj | ϕ2)
∧ c(δ(s1, a1, s2), δ(s2, a2, s3), . . . , δ(si−1, ai−1, si)) = 1
)
.
If the system M is not clear from the context, we also use the notation (s,M) | ϕ meaning that s | ϕ where s a state in
M. We remark that for the cases of E (ϕ1 Ucχ ϕ2) and A (ϕ1 R
c
χ ϕ2) we may consider also paths that are not necessarily
maximal, but for the sake of technical conveniences we restrict ourself to maximal runs in all cases.
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Notice that, as usual, we can express the temporal modalities ‘eventually’ (Fcχ ) and ‘always’ (G
c
χ ).
EFcχ ϕ ≡ E (true Ucχ ϕ)
AFcχ ϕ ≡ A (true Ucχ ϕ)
EGcχ ϕ ≡ E (false Rcχ ϕ)
AGcχ ϕ ≡ A (false Rcχ ϕ)
The generic definition of the constraint function c can be specialized in order to express a variety of interesting properties
that we want our sequences of intervals to fulfil. We will now give two examples.
Example 1. Consider the ATM machines shown in Fig. 1 in Section 1. It might be worth knowing, for example, whether or
not in any implementation it is possible to check the balance without entering PINwhile consuming between 0 and 15 units
of power. We thus want to reason about the accumulated energy along a given path. For this purpose, let the constraint
function cS be given as
cS(w1,w2, . . .) =
{
1 if
[∑
i=1 ni,
∑
i=1 mi
] ⊆ S
0 otherwise,
where wi = [ni,mi] and S is a given set of elements from ∪ {−∞,∞}. The constraint function then returns 1 if the
interval containing all possible sums of weights belonging to each interval is contained in the set S, and 0 otherwise.
Notice that if c(w1,w2, . . .) = 1 then c(w′1,w′2, . . .) = 1 for any w′i ⊆ wi for all i, since smaller intervals do not give
rise to any new accumulated sums, thus still preserving the requirement of being a subset of S.
Using this constraint function one can specify that every possible total accumulated weight along some path should be
contained in [0, 15], as required in the ATMmachine. The WCTL formula to check this is
ϕ ≡ E
(
true Uc[0,15]¬PIN
(
EXc[−∞,∞]return true
)) ≡ EFc[0,15]¬PIN ( EXc[−∞,∞]return true),
stating that there exists a path where the action ‘return’ is enabled in some state in the future (with an arbitrary cost), and
that we until reaching the state enabling ‘return’ must not take a transition with action ‘PIN’ and that the accumulated cost
on this subpath (where the balance is checked) must consume between 0 and 15 power units.
Consulting the leftmost specification in Fig. 1 we see that s1 | ϕ holds, since a must-path s1 card,[2,5]−→ s2 balance,[1,6]−→ s3
exists, and from s3 an outgoing must transition with the action ‘return’ is required. Any implementation would therefore
also require these three transitions.
On the other hand, t1 | ϕ, since in the specification the ‘balance’ transition is only optional, and thus might not be
present in an implementation.
Example 2. As another example consider a specification of a gas tank, able to both gain and lose gas. In this case we are
interested in keeping the volume of gas in the tank between some interval at all times, since the tank would otherwise
explode or have a too low volume. It is therefore not adequate to only consider the volume at the end of a given path. All
subpaths must also fulfil the interval bound (note that we allow for negative weights). We therefore define cS as
cS(w1,w2, . . .) =
{
1 if ∀j ≥ 1 : [∑ji=1 ni,∑ji=i mi] ⊆ S
0 otherwise,
where wi = [ni,mi] and S is a given set of elements from ∪ {−∞,∞}. In this way we specify, using the operator G,
that the volume of the tank must be between 0 and 100 everywhere along all potentially infinite paths where the action
emergency is not taken by
AGc[0,100]¬emergency true .
If emergency is triggered along some path, the tank will shut down and the volume need not be guarded any more.
This kind ofweight constraint function proved useful e.g. in [6]where the existence of such an infinite pathwas studied in
the context of weighted timed automata. Observe again that if c(w1,w2, . . .) = 1 then c(w′1,w′2, . . .) = 1 for anyw′i ⊆ wi
for all i.
We shall now formulate a technical lemma that will be used in the proof of the main theorem of this section.
Lemma 11. Let (s1,M), (t1,N) ∈ W and (s1,M) ≤m (t1,N).
(1) If πN ∈ maxmustP(t1) then there exists πM ∈ maxmustP(s1) of the same length as πN, such that (πM[i],M) ≤m
(πN[i],N) for all i.
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(2) If πM ∈ maxmayP(s1) then there exists πN ∈ maxmayP(t1) of the same lento as πM, such that (πM[i],M) ≤m
(πN[i],N) for all i.
Moreover, in both cases the weight intervals on the path πM are subintervals of the corresponding intervals on the path πN.
Proof. Let (s1,M), (t1,N) ∈ W and assume that s1 ≤m t1.
1. Let πN = t1 a1,V1−→ t2 a2,V2−→ t3 a3,V3−→ . . . be a maximal must-path in N. We want to show that there exists a maximal
must-path πM = s1 a1,W1−→ s2 a2,W2−→ s3 a3,W3−→ . . . in M such that si ≤m ti and Wi ⊆ Vi for all i. We prove this by
induction. By induction hypothesis we assume that there is a path s1
a1,W1−→ s2 a2,W2−→ . . . aj−1,Wj−1−→ sj inM for j > 1 such
that si ≤m ti andWi ⊆ Vi for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j. (The base case where j = 1 requires that s1 ≤m t1 which is true by the
assumption of the lemma.) We now distinguish two cases (recall that πN is a maximal must-path).• Case where tj has no outgoing may transitions. Because sj ≤m tj we get that sj cannot have any outgoing transitions
either and a maximal must-path in N was matched by a maximal must-path inM as required.
• Casewhere tj aj,Vj−→ tj+1. Because sj ≤m tj theremust be a transition sj aj,Wj−→ sj+1 such that sj+1 ≤m tj+1 andWj ⊆ Vj .
Hence there is a path s1
a1,W1−→ s2 a2,W2−→ . . . aj,Wj−→ sj+1 inM such that si ≤m ti andWi ⊆ Vi for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j + 1, as
required by the induction.
2. Let πM ∈ maxmayP(s1) be a maximal may-path in M. We want to find a matching maximal may-path in N. The
arguments are symmetric as in the proof of part 1. Notice that the maximality of πM in case of a finite path, i.e. the
absence of any must transition at the end of the path, implies that the path πN constructed in a similar manner as
in part 1. is also maximal (the presence of a must transition at its last state would enforce the presence of a must
transition in the last state of πM). 
Given a specification (s,M) ∈ W and a WCTL formula ϕ such that (s,M) | ϕ, the following theorem shows that any
refinement also satisfies ϕ. This problem is closely related to generalized model checking (as defined in [7]), which asks,
given (s,M) ∈ W and ϕ ∈ L, does there exists an implementation (i, I) ∈ s, such that (i, I) | ϕ. In our case we, on the
other hand, consider the validity problem for all refinements—does any refinement fulfil ϕ?
Theorem 12. Let (t,N) ∈ W and let ϕ ∈ L be a WCTL formula. Then (t,N) | ϕ if and only if (s,M) | ϕ for all (s,M) s.t.
(s,M) ≤m (t,N).
Proof. The ‘if’ part is trivial since (t,N) is a refinement of itself. We prove ‘only if’ below.
Let (s,M), (t,N) ∈ W be two weighted modal transition systems, where M = (SM, , ,−→, δM) and N =
(SN, , ,−→, δN). We show that for any formula ϕ ∈ L:
if (s,M) ≤m (t,N) and (t,N) | ϕ then (s,M) | ϕ . (1)
The proof is by structural induction over the structure of the formula ϕ.
Induction basis: The cases ϕ = true and ϕ = false are trivial.
Induction step: Assume ϕ1 and ϕ2 are state formulae for which (1) hold.
• ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2:
Since the induction hypothesis applies to ϕ1 and ϕ2 we have
t | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ⇒ (t | ϕ1) and (t | ϕ2) ⇒
(s | ϕ1) and (s | ϕ2) ⇒ s | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2.
• ϕ = ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2:
Similar as for conjunction.
• ϕ = EXcχ ϕ1:
If t | ϕ then there exists t a,W−→ t′, where a | χ , t′ | ϕ1 and c(W) = 1. Since s ≤m t, we conclude that s a,V−→ s′,
where V ⊆ W exists such that s′ ≤m t′. The requirement on the constraint function c implies that also c(V) = 1, since
V ⊆ W . By the induction hypothesis s′ | ϕ1 and thus s | ϕ as well.• ϕ = E (ϕ1 Ucχ ϕ2):
If t | ϕ then there exists a must-path πN = t1 a1−→ t2 a2−→ . . . with t1 = t inmaxmustP(t) on which there exists
j such that tj | ϕ2, tk | ϕ1 and ak | χ for all k < j and c(δ(t1 a1−→ t2), δ(t2 a2−→ t3), . . . , δ(tj−1 aj−1−→ tj)) = 1. By
Lemma 11 we know that there exists a must-path πM = s1 a1−→ s2 a2−→ . . . with s1 = s in maxmustP(s) such that
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si ≤m ti for all i. The induction hypothesis implies that also sj | ϕ2 and that sk | ϕ1 for all k < j. By the requirement
on c we also have that if c(δ(t1
a1−→ t2), δ(t2 a2−→ t3), . . . , δ(tj−1 aj−1−→ tj)) = 1 then c(δ(s1 a1−→ s2), δ(s2 a2−→
s3), . . . , δ(sj−1
aj−1−→ sj)) = 1, since δ(si ai−→ si+1) ⊆ δ(ti ai−→ ti+1) for all i. Hence s | ϕ.• ϕ = E (ϕ1 Rcχ ϕ2):
The same reasoning as in the previous case is used. As t | ϕ then there exists a must-path πN ∈ maxmustP(t) such
that ϕ2 and χ holds in all states and transitions respectively until and including the first state where ϕ1 holds (possibly
never) and c equals 1 when evaluated on the weight intervals corresponding to the path where ϕ2 holds. Again Lemma
11 provides a must-path πM ∈ maxmustP(s) such that the induction hypothesis and the requirement on c gives us that
s | ϕ.
• ϕ = AXcχ ϕ1:
Consider here an arbitrary transition s
a,V s′ where a | χ . Since s ≤m t, there exists t a,W t′ with V ⊆ W such that
s′ ≤m t′. As t | ϕ, we know that t′ | ϕ1 and c(W) = 1. By the induction hypothesis and the requirement on c, we get
that also s | ϕ.
• ϕ = A (ϕ1 Ucχ ϕ2):
Consider an arbitrary path πM = s1 a1 s2 a2 . . . with s1 = s in maxmayP(s) where ai | χ for all i. By Lemma
11 a path πN = t1 a1 t2 a2 . . . with t1 = t inmaxmayP(t) exists such that si ≤m ti for all i. As t | ϕ, then there
exists j such that tj satisfies ϕ2, tk | ϕ1 for all k < j and c(δ(t1 a1 t2), δ(t2 a2 t3), . . . , δ(tj−1
aj−1 tj)) = 1. By the
induction hypothesis sj | ϕ2 and sk | ϕ1 for all k < j. Since δ(si ai si+1) ⊆ δ(ti ai ti+1) for all i, this implies that
c(δ(s1
a1 s2), δ(s2
a2 s3), . . . , δ(tj−1
aj−1 tj)) = 1. We now have that s | ϕ as required.• ϕ = A (ϕ1 Rcχ ϕ2):
Again, we prove that if t | ϕ then also s | ϕ. This is done as in the previous case by considering an arbitrary path
in maxmayP(s) where all actions satisfy χ and applying Lemma 11, the induction hypothesis and the requirement on
c. 
The reader may wonder why this action-based CTL is in positive normal form. The reason for this is that we require
that a formula satisfied by a specification is also satisfied by all refinements. This does not hold for a formula of the form
¬ϕ. Consider for instance the specification consisting of two states s1 and s2, with s1 a,W s2. Then the state s1 satisfies
ϕ ≡ ¬ EXca true, with c returning constantly 1, since EX requires a must transition. However, in the refinement consisting
of two states i1 and i2 with i1
a,V−→ i2, V ⊆ W , the state i1 does not satisfy ϕ, since there indeed exists a must transition from
s1 with the action a. On the other hand, in the refinement consisting of an isolated state j1 with no transitions j1 | ϕ holds.
Thus, showing that a specification does not satisfy some ϕ only implies the existence of at least one refinement satisfying
¬ϕ, not all of them as required by the modal refinement methodology.
5. Conclusion and future work
We presented a novel extension of modal transition systems called weighted modal transition systems where each
transition is decorated with an interval of weights, describing all possible values that can be used in an implementation.
Furthermore we constructed the largest common refinement of a number of finite deterministic specifications, and proved
the correctness of the construction. This result generalizes the previously known algorithm for the common implementation
problem on unweighted deterministic modal transition systems. We also suggested a notion of weighted CTL logic in order
to reason about the properties of the weighted modal transition systems and argued for the soundness of this choice.
Clearly the proposed logic is undecidable due to its generality. As a future work it would therefore be interesting to
identify decidable fragments of the logic. This can be achieved e.g. by considering a subset of the allowed state formulae, an
unweighted version of the logic or by reasoning only about implementations.
In our futureworkwewill also consider the common implementation/specificationproblemsof nondeterministic specifi-
cations, a determinisation construction, algorithmic aspects of the generalizedmodel checking problem for weightedmodal
specifications as well as the extension of the formalisms to mixed systems where the must transitions are not necessarily
included in the may transitions. One might also consider a lattice of values as weight domain instead of the less general
intervals considered here.
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